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CHS 7Qi

  

Five different colors: Yellow, Red, Blue, Gray, White Made with antimicrobial material to provide an extra layer of protection against the spread
of potential harmful microbes. Small, lightweight, ergonomic form factor with connection and good scan LED status indicator Battery Friendly®
technology enables thousands of scans on a single charge All models work with Apple, Android and Windows Ideal for retail POS, field service,
inventory management, asset tracking and more All models certified by Apple for iPad, iPad mini, iPhone, iPod touch Protect your investment
with SocketCare Extended Warranty (optional) 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Ask a question about this product 

 Socket Mobile 

Description 

Available in 5 colors:

Color SKU#
Gray: CX3308-1528
Yellow: CX3310-1530
Red: CX3312-1532
Blue: CX3314-1534
White: CX3316-1536

 

The Socket Bluetooth Cordless Hand Scanner (CHS) 7Qi brings 2D and 1D wireless bar code scanning without sacrificing performance, making
the CHS 7Qi an excellent general purpose data collection solution for the mobile workforce. Certified by Apple for iOs devices. Available in
Grey, White, Yellow, Red, and Blue Colors.

Minimize manual data entry with the Socket CHS 7Qi, a portable 2D and 1D barcode scanner certified by Apple for the iPad, iPad mini, iPhone
and iPod touch. Small, lightweight and comfortable to hold, the CHS 7Qi connects wirelessly to the latest smartphones and tablets and can scan
barcodes printed on labels or displayed on device screens. It's ideal for retail point of sale, inventory management, and other mobile scanning
applications.

Features

Easily connect to a wide range of Bluetooth enabled smartphones, tablets, notebook and desktop computers
Certified by Apple for iOS devices
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Also compatible with Android, Windows
Long 10-hour battery life lasts a full work shift
Easy to connect - Just scan an on-screen barcode to quickly pair devices*
Ergonomic - Fits perfectly in the hand for comfortable use over extended periods
Wearable - Includes lanyard/belt clip for convenient access wherever you go
High-performance scanner reads 2D & 1D barcodes printed on labels or displayed on device screens
Easy to use - scans barcodes in any direction
Five colors enables corporate branding/personalization and is easy to find in busy work environments
Quickly open/close Apple iOS on-screen keyboard by pressing a button
No software installation required - use Bluetooth HID mode to connect like a wireless keyboard
Advanced functionality and scanner configuration supported in Bluetooth SPP mode with SocketScan 10 keyboard wedge software
(included)
Warranty: 1 year for CHS, 90 days for Accessories
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